Kris Jenner Reacts to Kim
Kardashian’s Celebrity Baby
News
By Courtney Omernick
UsMagazine.com reported the celebrity baby news that celebrity
couple Kim Kardashian and Kanye West announced they were
having another celebrity baby on the season finale of Keeping
Up With The Kardashians on Sunday night. Not only are Kim and
Kanye’s fans excited for their second baby, but the proud
grandmother-to-be Kris Jenner also took to Instagram to
announce her love for the celebrity couple and their new
celebrity baby. Kris wrote that she couldn’t wait to meet
their new “love bug.”

There will be no lack of attention
on
Kim
Kardashian’s
second
celebrity baby news. What are some
ways to keep your pregnancy under
wraps?
Cupid’s Advice:
While this celebrity baby news will get coverage all over the
world, other people might want to be more secretive when it
comes to their pregnancy. Below are a few ways to help keep
your pregnancy under wraps:
1. Be the designated driver: Your friends and family members
are probably going to ask you out for a drink within the next

nine months. If you want to get out of drinking, tell them
you’ll be the designated driver!
Related Link: Kanye West Sends Celebrity Love Kim Kardashian
Gushing Anniversary Twitter Message One Day Late
2. Schedule your meetings in the afternoons: If you
terrible morning sickness and you’re not sure you’ll be
to work well in the mornings, make sure to schedule
meetings for the afternoons. Hopefully, by that time,
morning sickness will have subsided.
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Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Keira Knightley Welcomes
First Child with Husband James Righton
3. Don’t talk about it: If you’re coworkers are concerned as
to why you’ve had so many doctors’ appointments lately, simply
say, “I’d rather not talk about it.” It’s better than making
up an illness. If your coworkers persist, tell them you’re
fine…or that it’s “women’s problems.”
What are some ways you’ve kept your pregnancy quiet? Comment
below!

